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Michael Frisby, Vuzion Managing Director 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A company’s code of business conduct and ethics is a set of principles that the company expects employees 
to uphold in the course of their work.  

Vuzion’s set of principles is available as a public-facing document. It has been created by the Senior 
Leadership Team at Vuzion and is reviewed annually to ensure that across the business we work to the 
highest standards of the transparency, honesty and integrity that our partners and customers have a right 
to expect.  

Vuzion’s Code of Business Conduct and Ethics has been created to sit alongside our company values: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All Vuzion employees are expected to read the Code of Business Conduct and Ethics and sign agreement to 
abide by the principles.   
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Following the law 
Vuzion is committed to complying with every government law and regulation applicable in the UK, the 
Republic of Ireland, and in all countries in which Vuzion does business.  

Compliance with anti-bribery and anti- corruption laws 
As a company, our values encompass the belief that our solutions and services stand on their own merit, 
and that interaction and dealings with customers, partners, vendors, and any other third party take place 
on an open and transparent basis.   

• Vuzion requires that every employee complies with the specifications of the UK Bribery Act 2010, 
the Criminal Justice (Corruption Offences) Act 2018 in the Republic of Ireland, and with any and all 
anti-bribery governing regulations imposed in countries where Vuzion does business.  

• Vuzion employees are forbidden to accept any gift, be it monetary or in any other form of value, 
that could be interpreted as a bribe to gain business. The giving of any type of gift that could be 
looked on as a bribe is likewise prohibited. 

• Employees are permitted to receive physical gifts of low value (such as diaries or chocolates) from 
customers, partners, vendors, or other third-party organisations. Other gifts must be handed in to 
the Security & Compliance Manager - whatever the value and to be shared out across the company 
(such as raffled at Christmas) according to Vuzion’s gift-receipt policy.  

• Hospitality invitations from customers, partners, vendors, or other third-party organisations may 
be accepted once they have received Line Manager approval.  

 

Avoiding conflict of interest 
Every employee must at all times act to ensure the best interests of Vuzion - including to further promote 
Vuzion’s business interests - and those of our customers, partners, vendors and other third parties with 
whom Vuzion interacts.  

As such, employees must avoid situations in which there may be an actual or perceived conflict of interest 
arising due to a personal circumstance, either directly involving the employee or concerning the 
employee’s family or acquaintances. 

• Vuzion employees should not take part in any personal business deals or deals not Vuzion-
originating with a customer, partner, vendor or other Vuzion-related third-party. 

• Vuzion employees must not use information obtained through legitimate working channels for 
their own personal advantage, or to support companies in competition with Vuzion.  

• Vuzion employees must not engage in outside employment that conflicts with Vuzion’s business 
interests, either by supporting a business competitor, or through contravening Vuzion’s own Code 
of Business Conduct and Ethics, and standards for conducting business. 

• Vuzion employees may undertake outside employment that does not conflict with Vuzion’s 
business interests, and that takes place outside their working hours, and so long as HR, health and 
safety regulations are not contravened, and subject to pre-approval/authorisation by HR. 
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• Vuzion employees may request permission to accept positions of a non-exec directorship, subject 
to the principles above. 

 

Maintaining confidentiality 
Every Vuzion employee is entrusted due to the nature of their work with information that is essential to the 
day-to-day running of the company and its ongoing future, including individual personal and private details. 
Information may be Vuzion owned, or that of customers, partners, vendors, or other third parties. 

• Vuzion employees must not use information obtained from previous employment or a third party, 
either unlawfully collected or against the business standards of that previous employment or third 
party. 

• Employees leaving Vuzion are prohibited from taking with them information that belongs to the 
company, or its customers and partners, which was obtained while working for Vuzion.  

• As a company Vuzion is bound to uphold the laws regulating personal data collection and 
processing, such as the EU’s GDPR (General Data Processing Regulation) and the UK’s General Data 
Protection Act 2018 (the UK government’s implementation of GDPR to ensure continuity with the 
EU regulation’s principles). 
 
Vuzion employees must abide by the relevant personal data protection regulations, as well as the 
storage and processing standards set by Vuzion. 
 

o Personal data as a definition incorporates details such: 
 Personal identifying information: name, email address, mobile number, home 

address, National Insurance number, etc.  
 Financial information: bank account number, credit limit, etc. 
 Background, life-style and personal choice details: race, ethnicity, gender, religion, 

etc.  
o Vuzion employees must collect and process personal information only as required by their 

specific job role and in the legitimate interests of Vuzion business.  
o Vuzion employees must safeguard the confidentiality of personal details to which they 

have access and must not disclose these details to any person without authorisation to 
receive the details and a requirement in line with a business purpose. 

o Personal data must only be used for the purpose for which it was obtained, apart from 
when it may also be legitimately and lawfully used for other scenarios. 
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Vuzion’s commitment to diversity, equality and 
inclusion 
At Vuzion we are committed to creating a workplace that embraces the talents and skills of each individual 
person, and to promote a fair and harmonious work environment that can attract and retain the highest 
quality team members.  

• As such we are committed to adhering to the highest standards of equal employment, prohibiting 
discrimination and harassment whether based on background, health and disability issues, or life-
style choices - including, but not limited to: 
 

o Race, ethnicity, or national origin 
o Colour 
o Religion or belief 
o Gender - as defined by identity or preference 
o Age 
o Sexual orientation 
o Marital status 
o Pregnancy and maternity 
o Health issues (physical or mental). 

 
• Vuzion is registered as a Disability Confident employer, confirming Vuzion’s active commitment to a 

“positive approach to employing disabled people” (Disability confident scheme identity guidelines). 
• Vuzion is proud to be a signatory to the Microsoft Partner Pledge, and is dedicated to upholding 

Microsoft’s principles of commitment to partners and customers, its vision in shared technology, 
and the role technology can play in addressing broader social challenges.  

 

Vuzion’s commitment to workplace and employee 
safety 
Vuzion adheres to legally binding workplace safety rules. Employees are required to always act with a 
regard to their own safety and the safety of others.  

• Activities created as part of Vuzion’s commitment to workplace safety include: 
 

o The holding of regular fire practices 
o Supporting and meeting the ongoing training needs of the company’s first aiders 
o Annual workplace environment and equipment surveys 

  

https://partner.microsoft.com/en-gb/connect/local/uk-partner/partner-pledge
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o Measures created due to the arise of situations beyond usual company control - such as: 
 Remote working allowed for ‘snow days’  
 Policies due to the COVID-19 pandemic - for example, the implementation of a remote 

working policy and social distancing requirements for the reopening of the office.   

 Vuzion prohibits the use, or threat of use, of physical violence at any time within the workplace or in 
connection with any customer, partner, vendor or other Vuzion-related third party.  Employees are banned 
from bringing any type of weapon into the workplace, or to any site connected to Vuzion in relation to 
business activities. 

 

Vuzion’s commitment to the environment 
Vuzion adheres to national and local laws and regulations governing the protection of the environment and 
expects all employees to comply with these requirements, and which include recycling and waste disposal 
provision, and the conservation of valuable natural resources. As part of this commitment to the 
environment Vuzion is currently working towards achieving the environmental management certification 
ISO 14001.  

We expect our customers, partners, vendors and third-party companies with whom we conduct business to 
have the same level of respect for the environment and to conduct themselves according to the same 
environment-focused principles as Vuzion. 

 

Vuzion’s commitment to social responsibility 
While committed to ensuring equity within our own inclusive and equal workplace, Vuzion also holds to a 
general commitment to help build a socially responsible society in all other companies and countries. 

As a company, Vuzion supports the Society of St James, a Hampshire-based charity established to help 
those experiencing homelessness, and alcohol or substance misuse, and other mental health problems. We 
are particularly committed to the support of the Society’s computer recycling and refurbishment 
programme, Jamie’s Computers. Involvement through financial donation and the offering of practical skills 
combines with the ability for employees to use Vuzion’s annual charity day to support this charity or a 
charity of the employee’s individual choice.   

 

https://ssj.org.uk/
https://ssj.org.uk/social_enterprise/jamies-computers/
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Protecting Vuzion’s assets 
Vuzion employees are empowered to do their job through access to the assets owned by Vuzion - whether 
physical devices, or intellectual property in the form of solutions, services, processes, content, or ideas.   

Vuzion employees are required to safeguard the security of these assets and ensure that use of them is for 
legitimate business purposes.  

• Vuzion has the right to monitor asset use to ensure compliance with defined policies, unless unable 
to do so due to national or local laws. 

• Vuzion employees must similarly respect the assets of customers, partners, vendors and other 
third-party organisations encountered as part of business activities.  

• Vuzion’s intellectual property includes: 
o Logos 
o Copyrighted material 
o Vuzion developed processes, platforms, solutions and services. 

• Logos and copyrighted content must be used always as stipulated in guidance rules set down in the 
Vuzion style guide. 

• Vuzion employees must also ensure that they accord the same level of respect to the correct use of 
the intellectual property of any other organisation including that of customers, partners, vendors, 
and third-party contacts.  

•  

These assets must always be used for the positive promotion of Vuzion, to enhance Vuzion’s reputation, 
advance Vuzion’s business goals, and in accordance with Vuzion’s Code of Business Conduct and Ethics. 

 

Social Media Engagement 
Many of Vuzion’s employees are active on social media and this can play an important part in raising 
Vuzion’s profile and promoting our business interests. 

• Posts should always reflect the ethos and values of the company and the policies set down in this 
Code of Business Conduct and Ethics. If there is any doubt as to whether a post meets these 
requirements, check with the Marketing department before posting. 

• Employees with their own personal blog site, uploading posts that cover work-related views must 
not conflict with the aims of Vuzion’s business, or create a picture of the author at odds with any of 
the requirements outlined in this Code.  

• Employees must not engage with representatives from the media in any format or other public 
discussion forums unless working in conjunction with the Marketing team, or appointed 
representative.  
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Maintaining the Code’s standards 
Vuzion’s Code of Business Conduct and Ethics is designed to help our employees maintain the highest 
standards of accountability and transparency in the business world. 

And we are here to help you comply with the Code’s requirements.  

If you have any questions about any of the policies outlined above or find yourself in a situation where you 
need support or clarity regarding a policy, just ask. We’re always here to help. 

• Raise the issue with your line manager.  
• And/or contact Vuzion’s Security & Compliance Manager.  

 

Vuzion expects employees to report suspected violations of this Code: 

• Vuzion operates a safeguarded, open process for reporting abuse of the Code, to include full 
protection for an employee doing so, and confidentiality as far as the law permits.  

• Reporting may, depending on the nature of the suspected abuse, be done on an anonymous basis. 
• Reports should be made to the employee’s line manager, HR, or to Vuzion’s Security & Compliance 

Manager. 
• Vuzion’s Security & Compliance Manager holds responsibility for investigating reports of potential 

Code violations, or the abuse of any other corporate or legal policies, and will involve other 
departments, including HR, legal and finance teams, as appropriate. 

Vuzion, Delme 3, Delme Place, Cams Hall Estate, Fareham, Hampshire, PO16 8UX  
www.vuzion.cloud      0333 009 5939     partners@vuzion.cloud  

http://www.vuzion.cloud/
mailto:partners@vuzion.cloud
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